
IMPLEMENTATION FUNDAMENTALS OF IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAW 

NO 6111 AS PER ARTICLE 173 AND AS PER ARTICLE 58 WHICH ADDED 

TEMPORAL TO HIGHER EDUCATION LAW 2547  

 

It is stated on the below that base of implementation of the law no 6111 as per article 173 and 

as per article 58 which added temporal to higher education law 2547. The law became 

effective on 25 February 2011 by publishing (repeating) in the official gazette. 

 

A.Application Period and Application Clause 

 

1) By the date the law become effective, anyone leave the scool with any reason except for 

students sentenced by terror who applies to related Deaconship or Academy, Vocational 

School, Institution Management by 25 July 2011 can start education as from 2011-2012 first 

education term. 

 

2) Anyone who is on duty in the armed forces on the date the law become effective, on 

condition that applying our related university unity in following two months after 

demobilization can benefit from rights implied in the law. 

 

3) Anyone who checks in Higher Education Institution which has left before and anyone who 

provides evidence his/her business or house habitation attached to the city of Karabuk by 

benefiting from the decisions in the law, as of the date entering university on condition that 

providing base point of Karabuk University and being approved by Karabuk University 

related administrative board and Higher Education Institution which he/she has left, can 

undergraduate transfer to equivalent diploma programme at Karabuk University. 

 

4) Anyone who has a right to be a student in Higher Education Institution by benefiting from 

the article, in the event of applying, can undergraduate transfer to equivalent departments 

which have quota limitation in the level of licence or associate in correspondence school 

within the scope of Anadolu University or every diploma programme without quota 

limitation. 

 

5) Anyone, who is levied in application period, is accepted as delayed. 

 

6) Because there is no right to study two formal trainings at the same time, anyone who is 

registered in another Higher Education Institution has to deregister in order to check in 

programme which is wanted to reregister. 

 

7) Faculty and vocational school students who are registered to Zonguldak Karaelmas 

University but after connected to Karabuk University, apply to faculty deaconship at Karabuk 

University which discharged from or Academy, Vocational School, Institution Management 

and these students continue to study equivalent education programme partake of progression 

of their programmes. 

 

8) Students discharged from closed educational programmes who apply for benefiting from 

the article continue to study equivalent programmes, students discharged from closed evening 

educational programmes continue to study equivalent normal educational programmes in 

condition that pay for evening education charge. 

 



9) Registered students continue to study educational programmes according to valid 

regulations decisions. 

 

B- Required documents from students who had right to register in department or programme 

at our university in the past years but did not, now want to register by benefiting from the 

article; 

 

1) Printout of student selection exam result, 

 

2) Certificate of education; certificate of high school or equivalent schools ( original 

certificate of high school, students who have lost original certificate of high school have to 

take original certificate of education pertain to lose the certificate) 

 

3) Bank receipt which issues payed school charge 

 

First educational students have to pay Ziraat Bank Karabuk Branch 52637946-5006 bank 

account 

 

Second educational students have to pay Ziraat Bank Karabuk Branch 52637946-5007 bank 

account 

 

4) Unconnected with military service document ( male candidates who were born in 1989 or 

before have to take the document from related recruiting Office. Candidates who were born in 

1990, 1991, 1992 and following years do not need to take the document.) 

 

5) 6 copies of coloured portrait ( 4,5 x 6 size, taken in the last six months, directly in front of 

face, without turban and without beard ) 

 

6) Students who will register to private security and protection programme in addition to 

above mentioned documents have to submit committee report which issues there is no caution 

for proceeding the occupation in terms of body structure and mental health throughout the 

education process and following process from a general hospital. 

 

7) Residence document 

 

C- Evalution of Applications 

 

1) Academic units of our university will establish exemption and orientation committee for 

the students who applied for benefiting from the law. 

 

2) Exemption and orientation committee determines for every student how he/she benefits 

from the law, orientation of syllabus and which term he/she starts education. ( associate 

degree programme students have to have 120 AKTS, licence students have to have 240 

AKTS, post graduate students have to have 120 AKTS) 

 

3) Regardless of considering education duration previous term, education duration shoud be 

determined according to his/her class-the term when he/she registers by taking into 

consideration maximum education duration. 

 



4) Exemption and orientation committee presents all manner of decisions related to students 

who apply for benefiting from the law to related Faculty, Institution, Academy, Vocational 

School Administrative Board by evaluating within the frame of current law. Determined 

processes by exemption and orientation committee, after accepted by Administrative Board of 

units, by issuing to the student by signature taken administrative decisions pronounced to 

Registrar’s Office. 

 

5) Registered in closed department/programme students’ placement processes, taken decisions 

of equivalent department/programme placement by related administrative unit after approved 

by the university senate will be implemented by Registrar’s Office. 

 

6) In case of there is no equivalent department/programme in our university, registered in 

closed department/programme students’ datas will be conducted to Registrar’s Office in an 

attempt to conduct to YOK leadership. 

 

D) Matter of Attendance and Matters about Assesstment of Success 

1. The ones whose registrations have been cancelled for any reason whatsoever, except from 

terror offences, shall continue their education in the event of their appeal. 

2. The ones whose registrations are cancelled after they have filled their maximum education 

duration can register to continue their education provided that they have paid their 

contribution and tuition fee of the relevant term according to the provisions of article 46 of the 

numbered 2547 Law. In this case, their studentship status shall continue without being 

benefited from the other rights given to the students except from the attendance to lessons and 

exams. 

E)General Provisions 

1. The provisions of article 35 of the Military Law dated 21.06.1927 and numbered 1111 shall 

be applied for the process of delay and postponement of the ones who get the right of 

studentship benefiting from the law. The right of studentship will be suspended) during their 

military service, in the event that one of these who is supposed to be recruited wants to 

suspend his right of studentship. 

2. After the evaluation of the students whose applications are valid, contribution or tuition fee 

belonging to the term, which the students use their rights of attendance and exam, must be 

paid. 

3. The debts from the past years of the students who are discharged for the reason that they 

have not deposited their contribution or tuition fee shall not be collected. 

4. As from the 2011-2012 education year’s fall semester, the financial provisions shall be 

applied to all students according to the provisions of article 171 and 172 of the numbered 

6111 Law and article 44 and 46 of the numbered 2547 Law, which was changed. 

5. As from the relevant term, student ID shall be given to the students who have done their 

final registration. 

 


